
1. alternative

 

(n) an idea or plan that is different from the one

you have and can be used instead 

 

(syn) different option, possible choice 

 

"What were some ______________s the colonists had

other than going to war?" 

 

(选择其中一个, Xuǎnzé qízhōng yīgè)

(alternativa)

2. convey

 

(v) to say or express something, with or without

using words 

 

(syn) show, communicate, reveal 

 

"What kind of information can be ________ed in a

map or diagram." 

 

(传达, Chuándá) (comunicar)

3. debate

 

(n) discuss or argue about the different sides of an

issue  

 

(syn:) argue about, contend that 

 

"The framers ______ed slavery during during when

they wrote the Constitution." 

 

(争论 

Zhēnglùn) (争论 

Zhēnglùn)

4. evaluate

 

(v) to study and judge how good, useful, or

successful something is 

 

(syn:) judge, access, test 

 

(评估, Pínggū) (evaluar) 

 

"We ___________d the pros and cons of the Boston Tea

Party."
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5. evidence

 

(n) facts or signs that show that something is real

or true 

 

(syn) proof, clue, indicator 

 

"Students must get ___________ evidence from at least

two different sources." 

 

(证据, Zhèngjù) (evidencia)

6. influence

 

(v) to affect the way someone or something,

behaves, or thinks 

 

(syn:) persuade, affect, sway 

 

"What do you think __________ed the French to ally

with the Americans?" 

 

(影响, Yǐngxiǎng) (influencia)

7. instead (of)

 

(adv) to show a different way or choice 

 

(syn) rather than, alternatively, in place of 

 

 

"____________ siding with the American colonists,

many African slaves joined the British, who

promised to end slavery." 

 

(代替,Dàitì) (en lugar)

8. perspective

 

(n) a way of thinking about something that is

influenced by your experiences  

 

(syn) point of view, viewpoint, frame of

reference 

 

"We need to study history to understand

alternative ____________________s 

 

(透视, Tòushì) (perspectiva)



9. primary

 

(adj) First or most important 

 

(syn) main, essential, vital 

 

"What is your ____________ resource for your research?" 

 

(主, Zhǔ) (primario)

10. resource

 

(n) something such as a text, website, or picture used by teachers or students to provide information 

 

(syn) source, reference 

 

"Students must cite their _____________ when doing research." 

 

(方法, Fāngfǎ) (Método)


